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EQUIVALENT SCHEME OF THE DEVICE WITH THE CHANGE LINK GUIDED BY THE 
P-N-JUNCTION 
 





For the modeling the schemes with the metal 
dielectric semiconductor (MDS) devices with the 
charge link (DCL) usually the structure, consisting of 
a number of MDS-elements, separated by the gates, is 
considered. By analogy with this the devices with the 
charge link, guided by p-n junctions (DCLGJ), can be 
considered as a number of p-n-p (or n-p-n) vertical 
elements, separated by the gates. That's why for 
modeling the schemes on DCLGJ the model DCL 
itself and the gap model can be used.  
MICR0- AND NANOELECTRONICS 
We propose the simple electric DCLGJ model, where 
the interpretation of the transfer equations in the 
semiconductor with the help of the circuit equation 
was taken as a principle [1]. The structure fragment 
and the equivalent scheme of one element of DCLGJ 
are  depicted in ( see Fig. 1). Where 1– gate region; 2 

























Figure 1 The structure fragment a) and equivalent 
scheme b) DCLGL element 
On the equivalent scheme (Fig.1) Сg-ch и Сc-bh 
capacities correspond the capacities  of the backward 
biased p-n junctions gate-channel and channel-base, 
accordingly. Сa  – accumulation (storage) capacity of 
the electrons. Rb и Rg – ohmic resistances of the base 
and gate, accordingly, IА and IВ – the current sources, 
taking into account the chаnnel conductivity [1]. 
 The points и А, В, С are three different points in 
the DCL channel, the voltage in which equals the 
value of the electron potential of the Fermi quasilevel 
Fp. The points D, K define the boundaries of the 
depleted layers in the gate regions and the base, 
accordingly. The voltage in the point E equals 
electrostatistical potential Fch in this point, i.e. the 
potential channel. Capacities Сg-ch и Сch-b are 
calculated by the formulae for the reverse drifted p-n 
junctions considering them to be a step-like. 
     The charge in the channel is accumulated on the 
condenser Ca. This condenser is charged and 
discharged by the IА and IВ currents. Other possible 
mechanisms of charging and discharging of the Ca 
capacity, such as the thermal generation in the 
depleted layer, leakage. The value Ca capacity is 



























The formulae for the current sources are resulted in 

























































аnB m  
Where Lg – the gate length; VAB,  VBС   –   potential 
differences between the points АB и ВC. 
The given electrical model DCLGJ can be used for 
modeling DCL elements circuits, analysis on the 
transition process in the devices on the DCLGJ and 
for other purposes [1]. 
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